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M21: Design Concept
Inverawe

Taynuilt
Land Management Plan

Large scale coupes on the upper margin fit landscape scale
and maintain integrity of landform units. Larger coupes fit
with practical harvesting constraints and road construction.
Areas of checked crop could be retained as an organically
shaped matrix although these areas would need to be at a
sufficient scale to avoid adverse landscape impacts.
Practical harvesting considerations such as the availability of
brash cover would be a factor in determining the location of
checked crop retentions. Enhanced site drainage may
improve future growth rates on checked areas.

Coupe shape on the lower and middle slopes
are determined by past felling. Smaller scale
coupes are appropriate on the lower slopes.

Interlock coupe margins along areas with a
high landscape impact and relate this
interlock to landform.

Mature mixed conifer retention and area of slower growth
crop are in a problematic area for harvesting access. These
areas can provide landscape and ecological diversity in the
short and medium term, and could be included in the felling
of subsequent adjacent coupes in the future.

Mixed conifer long term retention provides
landscape diversity, good red squirrel
habitat, and a stable site for the field
archery range

The upper margin has limited landscape
impacts, and Sitka Spruce is the only
commercially viable option in the
absence of Larch. The areas currently
planted with Noble Fir have shown
relatively slow growth and have limited
landscape impacts.

Modest open ground along
riparian areas avoids breaking
the flow of the forest shape in a
large scale landscape.

Mixed conifer areas on the lower slopes
have a higher landscape impact as the
species variation is clearer at closer
distances.

Broadleaves offer the best scope for emphasising landform
and creating diversity at an appropriate scale. Broadleaved
planting along this burn which has high landscape impacts
creates linkages with the lower extensive areas and interlock
with the mixed conifer and Sitka Spruce areas. Some slight
deviation from the burn margin is required to avoid
emphasising linear aspects of the feature.
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Current Main Species
Mixed Broadleaves
Douglas Fir
Larch
Grand Fir
Lawson Cypress
Lodegpole Pine
Mixed Conifer
Mountain Pine
Noble Fir
Norway Spruce
Western Red Cedar
Scots Pine
Sitka Spruce
Western Hemlock

Taynuilt Planned Roads
Taynuilt Roads
Taynuilt Plan Area

Note: red text boxes relate to 
felling design concepts and  
green text boxes to restocking 
design concepts.
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